Abstract -This paper deals with the control of a variable speed, pitch regulated wind turbine in the whole plant operating area. The wind turbine operating area can be divided into several zones, depending on the wind speed, and the control objectives are different for each operating zone. An hybrid control system composed by several LPV controllers which switches during transitions from one operating area to another is designed in order to ensure asymptotic stability and a good level of performances in the whole operating area. The LPV controllers are calculated from a convex LMI formulation of the problem in order to minimize an H IH criteria that optimizes the energy conversion of the system and that reduces the mechanical fatigue of the plant mechanical structure. The proposed controller is finally compared with two more conventional ones.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Wind energy has widely grown during the last decades and is nowadays the most competitive form of renewable energy. Nevertheless wind energy is not yet cost effective, and consequently, development of new technologies will be crucial for successful penetration of wind energy into electricity market. Implementation of advanced control systems is considered as a promising way to improve wind energy conversion and to decrease wind energy cost.
The wind turbine control objectives are mainly to optimize wind energy conversion, and, to reduce dynamic loads experienced by the plant mechanical structure. Indeed dy namic loads hardly affect wind turbine lifetime and mainly determine mechanic components design, and consequently their cost [1] .
Designing a control system for a variable speed, pitch regulated wind turbine presents several issues: the system behavior is both highly non linear and quite uncertain, especially because of blades aerodynamic properties which are sensitive to climatic conditions. Moreover, the control purpose is a multiobjective task, because the control system has to optimize a trade off between energy conversion maximization and alleviation of mechanical dynamic loads which result from very lightly damped resonant modes of the structure. The wind turbine operation is also decomposed into several operating zones, depending on the wind, speed, passing through the rotor: for low wind, speeds, the wind, energy system has to maximize produced power, whereas for high wind, speed, the electric power has to be maintained to the generator nominal power Another difficulty ofthis wind turbine control problem is the uncontrollable and stochastic nature of the main component act ing on the plant: the wind speed. Moreover, the effective wind, speed acting on the whole turbine rotor is a fictitious quantity and is hence not measurable and not available for control operation. In response to this multivariable and multiobjective control problem, the usual implemented controllers are calculated from a linearization of the model around an operating point by designing several separate and d.ecoupled loops, each loop being tuned, for one objective 12 [3] . Ihese controllers are therefore non optimal for the multiobjective problem and moreover this design task has to be repeated for sev eral linearization points on the reference trajectory that the system must follow.
In this paper a gain-scheduled wind turbine coLntrol system is designed for the whole operating region using Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs) optimization and the Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) systems framework [4] . The [5] . Besides, the proposed synthesis methodology also allows to handle the problem of transition between the operating zones of the system, for which the control objectives and the available actuators are not the same. The transitions between the operating zones is a serious problem, which can generate transient phenomena and losses of performance, and moreover this transition occurs frequently during the system operating life. The proposed approach generates an hybrid controller composed by switched LPV controllers which guarantees stability and control performances even The wind turbine system is described in the first part of the paper The control objectives over the whole operation area are then presented. The LPV modeling of the wind turbine is described, before the hybrid, controller synthesis part The Ai(p) = Ai,0 + pAi,1 (6) and are continuous in the whole parameter set P FLt H F CK,j(p.) DK;i(P) y 7i={23}
The order of each controller is the same than the plant order, and the controllers dynamics are allowed to be discontinuous at the boundaries of the subsets Pi. the elements of the family of closed-loop systems composed by (5) and (7) . the H2-norm of the transfer Z2 is less than Note that the LMI problem formulated in this theorem has a finite number of inequalities, thanks to the introduction of matrices Ali, and permits to do without the gridding phase which is commonly used for LPV synthesis and which is very computationally intensive. then the poles of the closed loop sy stems composed by (5) and (7) are located in a circle of rayon r and of center the origin of the state-space.
Hence an optimal family of dynamic controllers that mini- 
